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Obesity among schoolchildren - Understanding the obesity leaf among schoolchildren has become a major cause for concern. Liberalization and globalization have led to radical changes in people's lifestyles. Many multinationals, such as Mac Donald's, KFC and Pizza Huts, have popularized the concept of so-called fast
food. More and more schoolchildren have developed a craze for candy and Coke. The results were quite disastrous. Obesity among schoolchildren is on the rise, as well as related diseases.           'Junk food' may appeal to our taste, but does not fit our digestive system. Oils and excess fats harm our liver. They increase
flesh and weight. Fresh home-cooked food is better at any time. It's more digestive than junk food. Our food should contain more coarse cereals, green and leafy vegetables. Fruits, legumes, milk, eggs and cottage cheese should be essential parts of our food. Green salads have a fibrous material. It is good for our health
and digestive system.           Schoolchildren should develop good eating habits. Hot dogs, burgers and pizzas will cause obesity only among them. They should have fresh and homemade food. It has more nutritional value, but less calories and fat. Issue with multiple options: Fresh home-cooked food over (A) Delicious
(B) Cheap (B) Digestive (B) Interesting (A) Malaria (B) Cholera (C) Diabetes (C) Obesity (A) (A) Eye (B) Stomach (C) Pancreas (D) Liver School Children Have Developed a Fascination (A) Candy (A) Candy (A) B) Coke (B) any of the above (D) both of the above adjective catastrophic means (A) scary (B) unfortunate
(C) as of the above (D) none of the above (A) flesh (B) weight (C) as A and B (D) muscles Fill the gaps: q brought radical changes in people's lifestyles. I have fibrous material. - Among schoolchildren is one of the main reasons for concern. Food has more nutritional value. Many multinationals have popularized the
concept of Kew. True/False: Products that are cooked very quickly are called fast food. Junk foods have very less nutritional value. Fibers are good for our muscular system. The number of obese children is declining. Homemade cooked food is very fatty. Key Answer: (C) (D) (D) (D) (C) (C) (C) Globalization Green
Obesity Salads Home Cooked Fast Food False False Levels: Simple Directions: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the MC below. BEES bees are insects. Bees are special insects because they can fly! They can move through the air like a plane! Bees can fly because they have wings. They use their wings
to fly. Bees can fly fast. Bees can also fly slowly. They can take off and fly down. They have to fly to get to the flowers. Bees can have three colors. They can be yellow, red and orange. All bees are black in some places. Bees have three main parts. They have a head. They have a body. And they have a sting. Stinger is
used to protect against enemies. They also have six legs. They use their feet to get up and get up. They also use their feet to eat and collect pollen. Bees live in many places. They live in Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe, North America and South America. The only continent on which bees do not live is Antarctica! I
understand why they don't live in Antarctica. It's too cold! Most of the time, bees are good for humans. If you don't bother them, they won't bother you. Fun to watch bees this summer. Question 1: What are bees? A. Mammals B. Birds C. Reptiles D. Insects No. 2: How Do Bees Fly? A. They use their legs B. They use
their head C. They use their wings D. None of this. Question 3: How many legs do bees have? A. Two B. Four C. Six D. Eight No. 4: What sting is used for? A. There are B. Food To Protect From Enemies S. and A, and B.D. None of the above No. 5: Where do the bees live? A. North America B. Asia C. Antarctica D. And
A and B No. 6: Bees special. That means kew. A. Bees are normal B. bees are regular C. bees are unusual D. bees in average No. 7: What is the opposite to protect? A. Run B. Hide C. Protection D. Attack No. 8: What is a Continent? A. Large piece of Connected Lands B. Large River S. Large Ocean D. Swamp
Answers: 1: D. Insects 2: C. They use their wings 3: C. Six 4: B. To protect from enemies 5: D. and A and B 6: C. bees unusual 7: D. Attack 8: A. Large piece of connected land No. 2: (Unresolved) Read the next excerpt carefully: Clown is an unusual kind: clown unusual 7: D. Attack 8: A. Large piece of connected land
No. 2: (Unresolved) Read the next detachment carefully: Clown is an unusual kind: Clown unusual 7: D. Attack 8: A Large piece of connected land No. 2: (Unresolved) Read the next detachment carefully: Clown is an unusual kind: Clown is unusual 7: D. Attack 8: A. Large piece of connected land No. 2: (Unresolved)
Read the next detachment carefully: clown is an unusual sight: Clown is unusual 7: D. Attack 8: A Large piece of connected land No. that makes people laugh with his dress and tricks. Its purpose is to make people laugh. A person who wants to be a clown must have some special qualities. He should enjoy making
people laugh. He shouldn't mind being laughed at. He has to be quick and humble to perform his tricks. Like any artist, he should be comfortable on stage in front of an audience. Many clowns are talented jugglers, miki or acrobats. The clown always seems to be in trouble. When he tries to do something or solve a
problem, it usually turns out to be worse for him. With his antics, the clown reminds people that they can their problems through fun and laughter. Fill in the spaces with appropriate words from the passage: 1. Clown is a type of q 2. In order to perform his tricks, the clown must be and No.3. He should be comfortable on
stage in front of No 4. The clown reminds people that people can be solved with pleasure and No. 5. The clown's work is 6. Antonim 'uncomfortable' - 7. The synonym for problem is the question of what ☛Smey also: Looking for an easy way to learn new elementary English grammar and composition for Class 6 answers,
Solutions. You have to learn basic topics of English grammar such as Tenses verbs, nouns, etc... In this article, we'll look at grammer's best English themes and compare them to the CbsE Class 6 answers with PDFFundamentals: Understanding the Invisible Passage means a complete and deep understanding of the
passage. The main purpose of understanding is to test the ability to correctly understand the meaning of this passage, as well as the ability to answer, in its own words, questions based on the passage. Various questions such as short-type questions, completion of incomplete sentences, filling gaps with appropriate
words and lexicon-based exercises set out for this purpose. Before you try to answer questions about the passage, you need to read the passage over and over again to make the overall picture of the subject of the passage clear. Once the passage is clear, it is easy to answer the question about the aisle. An invisible
passage for class 6 with PDFOne questions and answers should also keep in mind the following points before answering questions from excerpt: 1. Read the excerpt quickly to get a general idea of the subject. 2. Read the excerpt again and highlight the important points. B. Read the questions and try to find out what
has been asked. 4. Read the passage again and highlight the parts where likely answers may be available. 5. Use your own words as much as possible to answer questions in an accurate and concise manner. 6. Always use full sentences to answer questions. 7. If you are asked to give meaning to certain words or
phrases, try to express your idea in your own words as clearly as possible. 8. Do not write your own opinions or comments about anything unless you are asked to do so. Invisible Passage / Reading Understanding Class 6 with PDFPapaya answers is a healthy fruit with a list of properties that is long and exhaustive. You
can chew on it like a salad, its cooked or boiled or just drink it like a milkshake or juices. Papaya has many advantages that can contribute to our health. The most important of these virtues is the enzyme digestion protein that it has. The enzyme is similar to the pepsin in its digestive action and is said to be so potent that
it can digest 200 times its own weight in protein. This helps the body in absorbing the maximum nutritional value from food to energy and bodybuilding materials. Papain in raw papaya extols the deficiency of gastric juice and fights the excess of unhealthy mucus in the stomach and intestinal irritation. Ripe fruits, if they
are available regularly, correct the usual constipation, bleeding and chronic diarrhea. The juice of papaya seeds also helps in the aforementioned diseases. Papaya juice, used as a cosmetics, removes freckles or brown spots due to exposure to arid sunlight makes the skin smooth and tender. Papaya seed paste is used
in skin diseases such as ringworm. Black papaya seeds are very useful in the treatment of cirrhosis of the liver caused by alcoholism, malnutrition, etc. Fresh juice of raw papaya mixed with honey can be used over inflamed tonsils, diphtheria and other throat disorders. It dissolves the membrane and prevents the spread
of infection. Issue 1. Powerful protein-digesting enzyme in papaya materials for the body by: a) improving circulation (b) This helps the body in absorbing maximum nutrition from food (c) increasing resistance to the body's power (d) slowing down the digestion process Answer: (b) This helps the body to absorb maximum
nutrition from food'tion 2. Excess unhealthy mucus in south-looking: a) if ripe papaya is eaten regularly (b) if papaya seed juice is taken regularly (c) papay found in raw papaya, which is a deficiency of gastric juice (d) by correcting the usual constipation Response: (c) papaine found in raw papaya, which is a deficiency of
gastric juice. The cosmetic value of papaya is that: a) it treats skin diseases (b) makes the skin smooth and tender (c) it treats cirrhosis (g) is helpful in treating chronic diarrhea Response: (b) it makes the skin smooth and delicate. Inflamed almonds can be cured: (a) Consuming a tablespoon of papaya juice with a touch
of fresh lime juice daily for a month (b) by applying papaya seed paste to the tonsils (c) chewy black papaya seeds (d) applying fresh raw juice mixed with honey on the tonsils Answer: (d) application of fresh raw juice with honey on the tonsils The word in the passage means the same thing as bland: (a) chronic (b) sleek
(c) subtle (d) cosmetic response: (c) delicate Unseen passage for class 6 Working Sheets CBSEUnseen Passage Class 6 CBSE - 1 Read the excerpt carefully. King Alfanso came down from his horse. He went to the aid of the mule-driver. Both of them pulled out and pushed until they managed to get the mule on solid
ground. By this time they were covered in mud. By that time several people had gathered around them, and they were standing watching. Then recognized the king. People started whispering to each other that it was the king himself who helped the mule-driver. When the mule driver heard this, he was very scared. He
turned me to him and asked for forgiveness. Alfanso said he did his duty as a man. He may be king, but as a man he must help those who need it. The King, therefore, shames all those passers-by who will not help. Answer the following questions.1. How did King Alfanso help the mule driver?
______________________________________ ______________________________________2. Why was the mule-driver scared? What did he ask the king? ______________________________________ ______________________________________3. What answer did the king give to the people? How does he
embarrass passers-by? ______________________________________ ______________________________________4. Give the meaning of the phrase: on solid ground and put in shame - ______________________________________Unseen Passage Of Class 6 CBSE - 2 Read the excerpt carefully. William
Wordsworth, a famous British poet, was one of the most important poets of the romantic movement in English literature.He was born on April 17, 1770 in a picturesque region of northwest England called the Lake District. The beautiful landscapes of the region had an enduring influence on Wordsworth's imagination,
creating a love of nature in him. This can be seen in most of his poems. Wordsworth lost his mother when he was eight years old, and at the age of thirteen, his father. Of his four siblings, Wordsworth was most attached to his younger sister, Dorothy. Several of his poems are addressed to his beloved sister. Wordsworth
began attending St. John's College, Cambridge, in 1787. He often spent his holidays on long walking tours, visiting places known for the beauty of his landscape. In 1790 he took a nearly three thousand mile walking tour of Europe, during which he visited the Alps extensively, and visited nearby areas of France,
Switzerland and Italy. The following year he graduated from Cambridge without distinction. In 1843, Wordsworth became the poet laureate of England. The poet laureate is the official poet of the King of England. By this time Wordsworth was considered one of the greatest poets of his time. However, when his daughter
Dora died in 1847, Wordsworth stopped writing poetry at all. He died, three years later, on April 23, 1850.Wordsworth was one of the first poets to actively reflect on the beauty and glory of nature and the power of imagination. His poems continue to be read around the world by both children and adults. Answer the
following questions very briefly. What developed the love of nature in Wordsworth? ______________________________________ ______________________________________2. How did Wordsworth spend his vacation? ______________________________________3. What honorable position was given to
Wordsworth? ______________________________________ ______________________________________4. When did Wordsworth's daughter die? What was his name? - ______________________________________Find words from the passage that mean the same thing as : (i) Famous q (ii) Wide q (iii) Duration
_________Unseen Class 6 passage of CBSE - 3 Read the excerpt and answer the questions that follow. The art around WorldArt is important all over the world. It can be fun, entertaining, informative and inspiring. Or it can be threatening, disturbing and complex. It can strengthen traditional values, spread new ideas, or
preserve the cherished legacy of the past. The ancient Greeks were the greatest sculptors of the ancient world. They used sculptures to decorate their temples. The Greeks were experts in turning stone into life's imitations of real people. Traditionally, Native Americans carved tall tree trunks into towering totem pillars and
placed them outside the homes of powerful families. They were high-ranking signs, and records of family history, they were once also considered to have protective powers. In Tibet, painted canvases called tanks hang in Buddhist temples. They show gods, spirits and sacred symbols, and help Buddhist believers pray.
Artists who create tankas follow strict rules and use traditional patterns and colors when compiling their designs. Answer the following questions.1. Why is art important all over the world? ______________________________________ ______________________________________2. What strengthens art?
______________________________________ ______________________________________3. Who were the greatest sculptors of the ancient world? Why did they use the sculpture? ______________________________________ ______________________________________4. What did Native Americans cut
out? ______________________________________ ______________________________________5. What were the signs of totem poles? ______________________________________ ______________________________________6. What are tanks? How are they created? -
______________________________________Unseen Class 6 CBSE - 4 Carefully read the excerpt. One day a father asked his daughters: What is the sweetest thing in the world? Sugar! The eldest daughter said. Salt, said his youngest daughter. The father thought his youngest daughter was making fun of him, but
she held her opinion. The father was stubborn, as was his daughter. Between them broke out a quarrel over this petty affair, and he kicked her out of the house, saying: If you think salt is sweeter than sugar, you better find another house where sugar is more for your It was a beautiful summer night. A beautiful damsel
sat singing sadly in the woods around her father's cottage. The young prince, who got lost while hunting for deer, heard her voice. He came to her to ask for directions. He was amazed by its beauty and took her to his beautiful palace and married her. The bride invited her father to the wedding feast without telling him
that she was his daughter. All dishes were cooked without salt. Guests began to complain when they ate tasteless food. There is no salt in the meat! They said angrily. said the bride's father. Salt is really the sweetest thing in the world! But when my daughter said that, I pulled her out of the house. If I could see her again
and tell her how sorry I am! Having drawn a wedding veil aside from her face, the happy girl came up to her father and kissed him. Now properly salty dishes were brought in and all the guests were satisfied. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences each. What question did the father ask his daughters?



______________________________________ ______________________________________2. What answers did the daughters give? ______________________________________ ______________________________________3. What did my father do in anger? ______________________________________
______________________________________4. How did you prepare the wedding table? - ______________________________________Find words from the passage that mean the same thing as: (i) Beautiful: reading comprehension grade 6 pdf cbse
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